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ALL NEW  WHEEL TROLLEY EASY LIFT
Wheel Trolley Easy Lift is the newest invention in a line of 
wheel service equipment designed and manufactured by 
Ahcon, Denmark. 

The elevated trolley, with the help of springs, raises and 
lowers in relation to load. Ergonomically designed to ease the 
load on the knees and back.The Trolley is intended for 4 
wheels and aids in the mounting / dismounting of wheels and 
tranfer to and from fitting / balancing machines, among many 
other uses. 

CEN-4000B  ENTRY LEVEL VALUE
Commercial grade 2 post, 4 ton hoist, designed to our own specifications for
the NZ market. All the features you would expect from the top models:

Padded height protection limit switch with secondary limit switch. 
Safety locks with single point release on control post. Automatic arm locks.
Standard height of 4000mm.
Double telescopic lifting pads with 100mm 4x4 adapters included as standard.
Extra wide opening arms for vehicle maneuvering.
In stock single phase for the widest range of applications.
Only $4000 + gst ex warehouse

A92E THE LATEST IN SICE ALIGNERS
The A92E is the latest generation of the Italian 3D aligner, 
Updates bring new high definition cameras to combat difficult working 
conditions and a wormgear camera movement for smooth, fast operation. 

Accurate, fast, easy to use with tutor help for procudere. 
Motorized beam controled from the keyboard.
0.01° data display
Worldwide database of over 20,000 vehicles with custom inputs.
Starting from $21,999 + gst delivered and installed.

FL44A ITALIAN QUALITY AT NZ PRICES
The latest in joint ventures from Sice brings the FL44A tyre changer. 
Loaded with features the 44A is capable of difficult rim and tyre combinations. 

Comes with multi-function helper arm and under table bead blast inflation.
Inside clamping: 13” - 26”
Outside clamping: 11” - 24”
Avaliable in 1ph, single speed or 3ph dual speed turntable rotation.
Save $500 on an entry offer of $5,499+ gst.


